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There’s a difference between the platform, and how the company monetizes the platform (the Business Model).  

We focus on the latter, and do not defer to mgmt to tell us what drives it.  We focus on the data. 

Platform 
Business 

Model 

“Key Metrics” 

Management 
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The consecutive organic guidance cuts plus the Lynda acquisition, are leading some to believe there are issues 

at the core.  However, those concerns are mostly due to mgmt’s failure to effectively communicate its gameplan. 
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LNKD’s flagship product is its Recruiter product, which provides the highest level of access (search & outreach) 

to its member profiles.  LNKD also offers scaled-down products to address the lower end of the market. 
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LNKD’s Corporate Solutions Customers (LCS) pay roughly 5x it highest-priced product; suggesting a healthy 

level of demand for its product suite, and a proven opportunity to up-sell its new accounts.   
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This analysis refers specifically to LNKD’s flagship Recruiter product under fairly restrictive assumptions (see 

notes in table).  The Key Points above collectively tell us ARPA matters most, and macro is key… 
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ARPA is key, so we built a tracker to tell us which way it’s going.  The relatively tight correlation combined with 

the marginal seasonality in both metrics confirms that ARPA is driven macro, which continues to improve. 
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•

•

•

•

The main risks are a negative inflection in the macro environment, or consensus upping estimates too much on 

a good print(s) and pushing us out of the name.  In short, we may only be in this position for 1-2 quarters. 
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P is running an ad-focused model, which has yet to produce any real cash flow despite operating under the 

discounted Pureplay rates.  P’s model is only sustainable if it gets its way on Web IV; that doesn’t appear likely. 
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The gross margin percentages are relatively the same.  But the subscription business has a considerably higher 

ARPU, in turn, a much higher gross profit per user (GPPU).  Increasing Ad ARPU is a challenge since…  
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P’s reported metrics suggest it has churned through more accounts than it has retained since 1Q11.  Although P 

has a considerable number of duplicate accounts (according to our user survey), it can’t explain its churn. 
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We believe P’s ad load is driving its churn.  For context, the last time P considerably increased ad load, it led to 

the sharpest deceleration in Active Listener growth in its reported history.   
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(Pureplay Rates) 
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•

Web IV is actually two events: 1) the decision & 2) P’s response.  We suspect the latter could be the bigger 

event once the street realizes that the $15B Local Radio Advertising story is over.   
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YELP’s attrition risk will always grow with its account base.  The burden of new account growth will become 

more challenging against a limited TAM, leading to a precipitous slowdown in growth, and eventually declines. 
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–

–

Any time YELP’s Repeating Customers (calculated using its stated Repeat Rate) are less than its Local 

Advertising Accounts (LAAs) from the prior quarter, it lost customers. 
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YELP stopped reporting its Active Local Business Accounts in favor of a new metric called Local Business 

Accounts.  Management broke our time series, but essentially conceded that attrition is coming from its core. 
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Since most of YELP’s contracts are on annual terms, it is losing the majority of its customers annually, while its 

ending customer base is comprised almost entirely of new accounts signed during the course of the year. 
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YELP’s audience is primarily retail (our survey suggests 70% use exclusively for restaurants); B2B companies 

aren’t likely to advertise. Most earn less than 100K, so YELP’s smallest ad program would be prohibitive. 
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We pulled the Census data where YELP is getting its TAM estimate, and we filtered it by companies with more 

than 100K in revenue and those that cater to YELP’s audience.  3.4 million is still ambitious. 
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YELP has implied that YP’s account base is the low-hanging fruit.  Yet, the breadth of YELP’s offering is far 

more limited, and often more expensive; meaning their TAMs aren’t remotely comparable. 
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YELP’s attrition issues have gone unnoticed because its aggressive salesforce increases have driven enough 

new account growth to compensate.  That story is over, which means the model is broken… 
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The entire model is predicated on hiring enough new reps to drive new account growth in excess of its rampant 

attrition.  If YELP can’t do that consistently, it’s basically game over.   
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Despite the guidance cut, rebased 2015 estimates aren’t a given since it will largely depend on attrition, which 

are largely out its control (no farmers).  2016 will be dependent on sustaining 1H15 growth rates through 4Q16 
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•

•

•

•

The stock has been tattooed and consensus estimates have come down considerably.  There is a chance we 

may cover depending on estimates, but YELP remains a secular short till it revamps its model.   
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Outside of the CEO swap, we don’t know if TWTR has answer to life after the 2Q13 Supply Shock.  The bigger 

question is how the new C-suite will approach street expectations moving forward (chase or rebase). 
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Monetization had been a surging growth driver for TWTR, the majority of revenue coming from mobile.  

However, the problem is how it monetizes the platform. 
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TWTR’s ad engagements have risen as cost has declined; suggesting supply has been the main lever of ad 

engagements.  TWTR’s S-1 essentially confirms this point.  This cannot continue indefinitely… 
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TWTR will not see a proportionate increase in ad engagements with rising ad load if users continue fading ads 

at a growing rate.  Even worse, it appears rising ad load may be pressuring user retention. 
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TWTR will be hard-pressed to sustain a 50% growth rate through 2016 with ad engagements falling off a cliff 

alongside slowing user growth and potentially ad engagement rates (timeline views no longer reported). 
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•

•

•

•

The setup hasn’t changed that much over the NTM.  Now the question is whether the new c-suite will continue 

risking long-term damage to its model by chasing street expectations with rising ad load. 
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